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Proof of Heilmann-Lieb: - This means htatib) has root to1.
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Remar: Alternatively we can book at -We will show beach row) (O().
monomer dist cold on Amonomers-K. *

this is the most common technique
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Summary: Stability in ->lok- Note: Diff any gives aperture #/c sector

=>c-19-concave [A-5vnor]

=>HDX, i.e., contraction of 22
Note: When region- (Ryol [Chen-Lin-Vigoda)
showed with extra assumptions on

underPaso M
marginals of M, argument still works

Note: Also for links of me because I -> Paz

·certion & links obtained
So far we have studied spectral APX.

by taking limits of 2-X. To get fight mixing one often needs

Note: for sector of aperture I the entropic notions, like contraction of Pai

argument shows 0(c)-lg-concavity. 2: Does 22 contraction imply precontraction?
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Constant ORL contraction would imply Ollgisn) Entropic Independence

mixing which is false. T What does Pez contraction by Dmeans
Note: In general p-Poincare implies - No longer a simple non matrix

0.1548 thus 6-MLSF with to analyzes
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